ACCERTAMENTO COMPETENZE LINGUA INGLESE
SITUATION N*1: a tourist has been fined because he left his car in a pay and display parking but he doesn’t
understand Italian.
-

Excuse me, officer, could you help me understand why I have to pay this fine? I found it on my car
but I don’t understand Italian. I was parked in the big parking lot in front of the promenade.

Domanda di riserva: How do I get to the town hall from here?

SITUATION N*2: a tourist is driving and you ask him to pull over because you want to check his documents.
What do you say to him?

SITUATION N* 3: a tourist has lost his ID/passport and asks you for help.
-

Excuse me, officer, I have lost my wallet with my passport inside it. What should I do?

SITUATION N* 4: a tourist has seen a road accident and wants to explain you what happened. What do you
ask him?

SITUATION N*7: a tourist wants to know if he can pay for the parking using an app.
-

Excuse me, officer, is there an app to pay for the parking? Could you explain me how it works?

SITUATION N*8: a tourist has been fined for jumping a red light, he asks you about it.
-

Excuse me, officer, I have received this fine notification. What’s it about? How do I pay it?

SITUATION N*9: a tourist is renting a flat and asks you if he can pass trough the historic centre with his car.
-

Excuse me, can I pass through the main street of the historic centre with my car to leave my mum
under our building?

SITUATION N*10: a tourist wants to know if he can get a permit for the resident-only parking.
-

Good morning, I’m from London but I will live here for a few months. Is it possible to get a permit
to park in the resident-only parking lot?

